Fall Arrest Blocks

G15

XCalibre Fall Arrest Block
The RGAX 10 Series is the ultimate answer in safety when working at low levels due to its unique rapid
breaking system (RBS). This block is available with galvanised/stainless steel wire in 10m and 18m lengths,
webbing in 3m, 8m and 12m lengths and dyneema rope in 10m and 18m lengths. Packed with unrivalled
technology, super light and finished with a sleek, compact and contemporary design. Features alloy swivel
with load indicator. Arrest force of 3.2kN - 4.5kN.

15m Wire Fall Arrest Block
With its long working length and heavy construction, the RGA3 has been successfully used by the offshore
industry for years. The carrying handle of the RGA3 is part of the cast alloy housing and can be connected
to the anchorage point using soft slings or a karabiner. The RGA3 is suitable for use in most industries to
provide protection in work areas with overhead anchorage points.
CAT NO

CABLE

CONNECTOR

WEIGHT

RGA3

15m x 5mm galvanised steel wire rope

Double action. High tensile steel alloy

10.5kg

15m Wire Fall Arrest & Rescue Block
The RGA4 is a three way retrieval block fitted with an up/down winch mechanism and the standard fall arrest
capability. Used as a standard fall arrest block, but in the event of a fall, the user can be winched up or down
to safety almost immediately. As most rescue systems lower the casualty, the RGA4 can raise the user to
safe area, if the area below is unsuitable.
CAT NO

CABLE

CONNECTOR

WEIGHT

RGA4

15m x 5mm galvanized steel wire rope

Double action. High tensile steel alloy

11.35kg

33m Wire Fall Arrest Block with Auto Descent
The RGA8 has the benefit of a long cable length (33m). The RGA8 has an extra feature of an automatic
descender that will activate in the event of a fall and automatically lower the user to the ground.
CAT NO

CABLE

CONNECTOR

WEIGHT

RGA8

33m x 5mm galvanized steel wire rope

Double action. High tensile steel alloy

17kg

33m Wire Arrest & Rescue Block
33m fall arrester manufactured from powder coated die cast aluminium with self-retracting wire lanyard
and a bolt on emergency rescue winch. The integrated swivel hook avoids torsion on the wire lanyard. Load
indicator shows if a fall has occurred. The RGA9 is a three way retrieval block fitted with an up / down winch
mechanism and the standard fall arrest capability.
CAT NO

CABLE

CONNECTOR

WEIGHT

RGA9

33m x 5mm galvanized steel wire rope

Double action. High tensile steel alloy

14.5kg
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